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Packt Publishing just announced the inaugural list of Most Valued People from Open Source
Content Management Systems, and we are proud to have XOOPS' Founder, Onokazu, as one
of them.

This is a new feature of the Open Source CMS Award and is designed to recognize the
contributions to projects made by individuals that often go unnoticed.

As they stated, "for the large majority of Open Source projects, it is the tireless contributions
from enthusiastic individuals that enable its growth and adoption and these are the people that
Packt feels is necessary to identify."

Some of the quotes of people who voted for him are:

Quote:

"A kind, hilarious person who develops one of the greatest Open Source content
management system ever."

"He is the founder of the best CMS ever made!"

"He is the best coder I've ever seen"

Please join us in congratulating our Founder and our friend, Onokazu, for this well
deserved recognition!!!
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